
 THE 8 STAGES OF 
ESSAY CREATION

II1TRANSLATING THE TITLE

2CREATING PARAMETERS OF DISCUSSION

3BRAINSTORMING

4THE FISHBONE PLAN

Use this to select the best ideas from your brainstorm, to: make 
sure all parts of the question have been addressed, both AoK are 
evenly represented, you slot in space for CC, you map in space 
for employing WoK, you create a logical and sequential argument. 

A full spider diagram that addresses”all” the points that could be used 
for the argument, all the counter argument and all the examples that 
could be possibly used. You should have more material here than you 
will use.

A statement of position, i.e. I agree, partially agree, disagree.  
A summary of : the counter-argument. Define the main 

knowledge issues.                       
 Address the significance of Ways of Knowing to the title.

(a) A translation of the title into your own terms. 
(             Definitions for the key terms in the title.  
II

DAMIEN KERRIGAN
Sticky Note
Knowledge is nothing more than the systematic organization of facts.” Discuss this statement in relation to two areas of knowledge. 

DAMIEN KERRIGAN
Sticky Note
Counter to this, subjectivity can be introduced in the interpretive process of historiography and consequently, in the historians representation of the events. 



5THE BOX PLAN

6THE DRAFT

7EDITING THE DRAFT

8
FINAL DRAFT

THE 8 STAGES OF 
ESSAY CREATION

Use this to: fully compose your MIS, incorporate your examples, "
apportion word space, map in attention to WoK and CC, map out the "
discussion that will flow from examples 

Read it aloud and play it back with a print copy in front of you. Highlight"
any places where your reading falters. Go back tot he criteria. Does it "
address all of these and does it do so fully ?

Use this to ensure that discussion fully explores knowledge issues"
illustrated by examples, MIS are clear, knowledge oriented and "
declarative, introductions are clear and purposeful, conclusions are "
thorough, expression is clear.

Is expression concise, does the essay meaningfully compare and   "
contrast the thinking processes of two AoK, has the criteria been "
addressed, are MIS clear, does discussion relate the example 
back to the main knowledge issue ?

DAMIEN KERRIGAN
Sticky Note
Main Idea Statements: Main idea statements set the entire direction for each paragraph of your essay. They can only be effective if (a) they link directly to the title (often drawing words from the title into the statement)          (b) they have a clear knowledge focus (often tying in WOK  into the statement) (c) they make as declaration (d) they are complex enough to make set forth a complex discussion (e) they are clear enough to set a clear direction.

DAMIEN KERRIGAN
Sticky Note
TOK Essay Holistic AssessmentThe following excerpts are taken from Theory of Knowledge Guide First Assessment 2015, IBO, 2013.The judgement of a TOK essay is to be made on the following two aspects:1. Understanding Knowledge QuestionsThis aspect is concerned with the extent to which the essay focuses on knowledge questions relevant to the prescribed title, and with the depth and breadth of the understanding demonstrated in the essay.Knowledge questions addressed in the essay should be shown to have a direct connection to the chosen prescribed title, or to be important in relation to it.Depth of understanding is often indicated by drawing distinctions within WOKs and AOKs, or by connecting several facets of knowledge questions to these.Breadth of understanding is often indicated by making comparisons between WOKs and AOKs. Since not all prescribed titles lend themselves to an extensive treatment of an equal range of AOKs or WOKs, this element in the descriptors should be applied with concern for the particularity of the title.Relevant questions to be considered include the following.• Does the essay demonstrate understanding of knowledge questions that are relevant to the prescribe title?• Does the essay demonstrate an awareness of the connections between knowledge questions, AOK and WOKs?• Does the student show an awareness of his or her own perspective as a knower in relation to other perspectives, such as those that may arise, for example, from academic and philosophical traditions, culture or position in society (gender, age, and so on)?2. Quality of analysis of knowledge questionsThis aspect is concerned only with knowledge questions that are relevant to the prescribed title.Relevant questions to be considered include the following.• What is the quality of the inquiry into knowledge questions?• Are the main points in the essay justified?• Are the arguments coherent and compelling?• Have counterclaims been considered?• Are the implications and underlying assumptions of the essay’s argument identified?• Are the arguments effectively evaluated?Analysis of a knowledge question that is not relevant to the prescribed title will not be assessed.Note: The TOK essay is not an assessment of first or second language literacy. Students should haveproperly edited their work. Linguistic fluency is not a substitute for substantive understanding and analysis of knowledge questions. Discussion of knowledge questions must be clearly related and appropriately linked to a set title. Equally, an essay written with minor mechanical and grammatical errors can still be an excellent essay and examiners will not take these errors into consideration when marking the essay. It is only when these errors impede the comprehension of the essay that they will be taken into account.


